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Scorpions are predatory arachnids of the order Scorpiones.
 

They have adapted to a wide range of environmental conditions.
 

Their extra sensory perception combinined with their cunning
 allows them to detect, react and always 

catch their prey.
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Scorpion® from maxtag.

A range of ultra-sensitive, high transmission security tags 
that are self-alarmed and that communicate with an independent 

remote alarm.

Once Scorpion has been alerted, there is no escape.
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The problem with current tagging systems

If your current security tagging systems suffer from poor performance 
due to interference or local environment issues, your security tags may be 
ineffective and frequently walking out of the door undetected, resulting 

in higher stock losses.

Not so with Scorpion.

Scorpion tags perform better than any other EAS tag on the market, 
and work with any pedestal, loop and underfloor system. 

Making even the poorest detection system look invincible.
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scorpion
lanyard

scorpion
pin

scorpion
microsensor

Tag alarms with LED 
when the lanyard is cut or 
unauthorised removal. 

Option for remote 
wireless alarm.

Frequencies available:
66Khz, 58Khz and 8.2Mhz. 

When tag is removed from 
the pin (unauthorised) 
the LED alarms. 

Option for remote 
wireless alarm.

Frequencies available: 
66Khz, 58Khz and 8.2Mhz.

When tag is removed 
(unauthorised) microsensor 
activates the LED alarm.

Option for remote 
wireless alarm.

Frequencies available: 
66Khz, 58Khz and 8.2Mhz.
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DE-ACTIVATOR

The handy pocket sized, 
lightweight deactivator can’t be 
purchased on the internet, unlike 
some, thereby reducing the risk of 
deactivators being taken instore.

Option to have a unique code 
for your stores that only your tags 
and resetter respond too.
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If the lanyard gets cut, or if the 
cable is unscrewed, the powerful 
transmitter will activate.

The lanyard is replaceable and can be 
supplied in any length required
making the scorpion futureproof.
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Scorpion tags work in conjunction 
with your existing pedestal security 
systems across all frequency types.

The maxtag wireless receiver 
will receive signals from 
activated scorpion tags 

up to 20m away.

So you are doubling up 
on your detection!
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Scorpion tags work in conjunction 
with your existing underfloor security 
systems across all frequency types.

The maxtag wireless receiver 
will receive signals from 
activated scorpion tags 

up to 20m away.

So you are doubling up 
on your detection!
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So what do you stock that 
needs securing?
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Internet provides a source of information sharing like no other 
time in loss prevention history

Blogs & forums where shoplifters give advice and swap stories

Websites dedicated to technology explanation

YouTube video’s of “how to shoplift”

All current technologies are familiar to Shoplifting Groups

WHY IS 
SHOPLIFTING 

ON THE ?RI
SE

information explosion
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last line of defence

YOUR SECURITY 
HARD TAG 
IS ALL THAT STANDS 
BETWEEN YOUR 
SHOPLIFTER 
AND 
SUCCESSFUL THEFT

Information 
on the web is all 
about ‘how to 
defeat security 

tags‘

Tag Attack is 
the number one 
technique used 

by external 
shoplifters

Occasional 
shoplifters will 
rarely take on 
a detection 

system

All 
shoplifters 

want to remain 
anonymous

The first 
point of attack 

and your last line 
of defense is your 

EAS security 
tag
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8O%
Reduction 

in tag attack

UPGRADE TO SCORPION TAGS

Year one

6O%
Reduction 
in £ losses
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Don’t get stung...

call us on 0800 044 3160

maxtag.com scorpion
TM


